The aim of this paper is to compare methods for detecting and/or measuring regular equivalence in valued networks.
Introduction
Regular equivalence has been studied extensively in the past. However, surprisingly little attention has been given to regular equivalence in (interval 1 ) valued networks, especially in terms of its theoretical properties and definitions. This is even more surprising, since an algorithm for detecting regular equivalence (REGE) had also been developed for valued 3 artificial networks. All the approaches presented are applied to an empirical example in Section 7. The discussion follows in Section 8.
Notation
The notation used is:
o The network N = (U, R), where U is a set of all units U = (u 1 , u 2 , …, u n ) and R is the o Let T(C i , C j ) denote a set of all ideal blocks, corresponding to block R(C i , C j ). For definition of ideal blocks, see Žiberna(2006b) .
o f is a function that assigns a real value to a valued vector of length n; f: ℝ n → ℝ. For example, this function can be mean, maximum, sum, etc.
Regular equivalence Binary networks
One common type of equivalence is regular equivalence. "Regularly equivalent points (units) are connected in the same way to matching equivalents" (White and Reitz, 1983: 200) . A more formal definition 4 is as follows (White and Reitz, 1983: 200) :
If N = (U, R) Batagelj, Doreian, and Ferligoj (1992: 125) proposed that if C = {C i } is a partition corresponding to a regular equivalence, then either R (C u , C v ) is null (empty) or it has a property that there exists at least one 1 (tie) in each of its rows and in each of its columns.
However, the answer to the question of whether this fully complies with the above definition by White and Reitz (1983: 200) depends on the interpretation of this definition. Obviously, Batagelj, Doreian, and Ferligoj (1992) and Borgatti and Everett (1992) understood it in a way that allows d in (i) and (ii) to be different units, while examining the REGGE and REGDI algorithms by White (1985a, b) shows that White intended that d represent the same unit in both (i) and (ii). The interpretation of Batagelj, Doreian, and Ferligoj (1992) and Borgatti and Everett (1992) is better suited to a generalized blockmodeling approach, because in this way each block can be evaluated independently. Therefore, only this one is used for all direct methods considered in this text, since they are all based on generalized blockmodeling.
Regular equivalence evolved from a notion of structural relatedness introduced by Salier (1978: 78) based on Boyd's suggestions for a definition of structural equivalence. This relation is not equivalence, and it is not necessarily transitive and symmetric, as Salier noted.
Salier's definition of structural relatedness is as follows (expressed in the notation used in this As we can see, this is very similar to the definition of regular equivalence without list item (i). In addition, structural relatedness is defined as a relation, not as an equivalence relation.
This means that it is not necessarily symmetric and transitive. Salier also states that this definition can be naturally generalized also to include outgoing ties (and multiple relations).
In a case where both in-and outgoing ties are used, a symmetric 5 version of his definition (based on his idea for computing similarities based on in-and outgoing ties) would correspond to an understanding of the definition of regular equivalence as understood by Batagelj, Doreian, and Ferligoj (1992) and Borgatti and Everett (1992) .
Valued networks
Regular equivalence for valued networks was first implemented in the REGGE algorithm (White, 2005; 1985a) , which also implied a definition of regular equivalence for valued networks. Several versions of REGE exist, which are discussed in more detail in the section 6 on REGE. Discussion is limited to versions of REGE designed for valued networks measured on at least an interval scale. All versions have a basic principle in common, which can be seen from the FORTAN program written by White (1985a) to implement the algorithm for measuring similarities of units in terms of regular equivalence introduced by White and Reitz (1983 (White, 2005) implicitly define regular equivalence for valued networks.
However, the two versions, REGGE (White, 1985a) and REGDI (White, 1985b) On the other hand, REGDI (White, 1985b) implies a more stringent definition of regular equivalence. The definition is very similar to that implied by REGGE (White, 1985a) ; only the condition "equal or greater" changes to "equal". The definition of REGDI (White, 1985b) would (White and Reitz, 1985) .
It should be noted that REGE uses a slightly different interpretation of the definition of regular equivalence to the one is usually used in the generalized blockmodeling approach (and some other approaches) and in this text, as has been established. Nevertheless, the logic of the algorithm can be used, and even the algorithm itself can be easily adapted to the interpretation used in generalized blockmodeling. This was already noted by Borgatti and Everett (1993) . This adaptation is presented in Section 5. This actually brings us very close to the ideas presented by Salier (1978: 79-82) in the first place, as is shown in Section 5.
However, Salier did not define his structural relatedness as equivalence, and it does not possess (in general) symmetric and transitive properties. Batagelj and Ferligoj (2000: 13) also presented some ideas for computing inconsistencies (generalized blockmodeling approach) for valued networks that can also be applied to regular equivalence. Based on their formula for computing inconsistencies for column-regular blocks, it can be seen that they define regular equivalence for valued networks in the following way. Two units are regularly equivalent if the maximums of the values of arcs from (and separately to) each of these two units to a group of equivalent units are the same for both units and each group of equivalent units separately.
The definition implied by Batagelj and Ferligoj (2000: 13) is very similar to the one implied by REGGE (White, 1985a 
This could be considered as another definition of the regular equivalence for valued networks or a new type of equivalence. The definition implied by Batagelj and Ferligoj (2000: 13) could be named max-regular and this one sum-regular, mean-regular or more generally fregular, where f stands for a selected function. Which functions are suitable for specific analysis is not discussed here, although sum and mean at least (in addition to maximum) can be used in some circumstances. The choice the function mainly depends on how the strength of the tie between an individual and a group is (or should be) measured.
Different types 8 of f-regular equivalence can be seen as generalizations of different equivalences for binary data. This can be seen by applying these types of f-regular equivalence to binary data.
Max-regular equivalence is a generalization of regular equivalence. If the maximums of all rows and columns are 0, then the block is exactly null, while if they are all 1, then each row and each column has at least one tie and the block is obviously regular.
Sum-regular equivalence can be seen as a generalization of exact coloration as presented by Everett and Borgatti (1994: 43) to valued networks. The exact coloration states that equivalent vertices must have the same number of (in-and out-) neighbors of the same equivalence class. If each tie has the value 1, then this is exactly sum-regular equivalence.
However, if we change the definition of the f-regular equivalence to the following one and set m to 1, the definition of sum-regular and max-regular equivalence at level m complies with regular equivalence for binary networks.
Suppose that we have a network N = (U, R) and ≡ is an equivalence relation on U that induces (or corresponds to) a partition C, then ≡ is an f-regular equivalence at level m if and only if for all a, b ∈ U and all X ∈ C, a ≡ b implies both:
Generalized blockmodeling
Generalized blockmodeling was first introduced by Doreian, Batagelj, and Ferligoj (1994) , where the notion of generalized equivalence and several block types were presented. The approach was described extensively by Doreian, Batagelj, and Ferligoj (2005) , where descriptions of ideal blocks and formulas for computing the inconsistencies between empirical blocks and these ideal blocks were presented. However, it was still applicable only to binary and signed networks, although Batagelj and Ferligoj (2000) have presented some ideas for extending this approach to valued networks.
Žiberna (2006b) presented valued and homogeneity blockmodeling, two types of generalized blockmodeling suited to valued networks. He also compared the ideas presented by Batagelj and Ferligoj (2000) to his own suggestions and found them very similar to valued blockmodeling. These ideas formed the basis of implicit blockmodeling, which was, as already mentioned, first presented by Batagelj and Ferligoj (2000) and then further developed by Žiberna (2006b) .
Valued and homogeneity blockmodeling were described in Žiberna (2006b) , where definitions of f-regular and null (for valued blockmodeling only) ideal blocks and formulas for computing the inconsistencies between empirical blocks and these ideal blocks were also presented and discussed. Therefore this is not repeated here. Although Batagelj and Ferligoj (2000) suggested some formulas for computing inconsistencies using implicit blockmodeling for some ideal blocks (including null), regular blocks were not among them. Based on the work of Batagelj and Ferligoj (2000) and Žiberna (2006b) , the formulas for computing inconsistencies for null and regular blocks for implicit blockmodeling are presented in Table   1 . If the denominator in these formulas is zero, the block inconsistency is zero for null blocks and 1 for regular blocks. The description of ideal blocks to which these formulas correspond is the same as that for homogeneity blockmodeling (if function maximum is used as f in fregular blocks) presented in Žiberna (2006b).
We could argue that null blocks are actually unnecessary. However, in this case, the inconsistency of the regular block should also be 0, when the denominator is 0.
The argument why the null blocks are unnecessary is the same as already provided by Žiberna (2006b) for homogeneity blockmodeling. The inconsistencies for (max-)regular blocks are appropriate for measuring both deviation from the ideal null blocks and deviation from the ideal (max-)regular block. This does not mean that when using only (max-)regular blocks, all blocks induced by the partition obtained using only these blocks should be considered (max-)regular. This should be determined using some other method. These inconsistencies measure if all row and column maximums are equal. If they are equal (or close) to 0, than this is essentially a null block.
For homogeneity blockmodeling, it is usually not appropriate to use both null and maxregular blocks together 9 . However, for implicit blockmodeling, the use of null and regular blocks is appropriate, while not necessary.
The formulas in Table 1 the nominator and the denominator play distinct roles. The nominator computes some measure of inconsistency, while the denominator normalizes it so that fraction always lies on the interval [0, 1]. However, the normalization is not necessary. If we use only the nominator, the inconsistencies for implicit blockmodeling become very similar to those for values blockmodeling (Žiberna, 2006b ). The only difference that remains is that the parameter m, used in valued blockmodeling, is replaced by the maximum of the appropriate values in the implicit blockmodeling. In the case of null and regular blocks, these appropriate values are all values of a block. The non-normalized version of the implicit blockmodeling produced more reasonable results and was thus used in the empirical example in this paper.
Binary, valued and homogeneity blockmodeling were applied to an empirical example in Žiberna (2006b) . In the empirical example section of this paper, only the final results of that application are presented. In addition, implicit blockmodeling (non-normalized version) is also applied to that example and compared with the previous results.
REGE
There exists no "closed form 10 " measure of dissimilarity or similarity compatible with regular equivalence. However, there does exist an algorithm that produces in iterations a sequence of measures of dissimilarity or similarity (depending on the version) in terms of regular equivalence (White, 2005 The algorithm (REGE) was described in the section on regular equivalence, or more precisely, in the subsection on valued networks. This description is therefore not repeated here. However, as has been noted by Borgatti and Everett (1993:385) "…there are certain aspects of REGE's operation that are not altogether clear".
A few descriptions of the algorithm can be found in the literature; however, they are not sufficient. The key paper by White and Reitz (1985) remained unpublished
11
. Additionally it does not describe the algorithm (White, 1985a ) that can be found on Douglas R. White's 12 web page (White, 2005) 13 , while the description by Borgatti and Everett (1993) focuses on binary networks and does not indicate how REGE handles the values of ties. Some additional papers have been written (White,1984a; White, 1980; 1982; and 1984b in Borgatti and Everrett, 1993) on this topic. Unfortunately they have also remained unpublished.
In this section the algorithm and some of its variants 12 The author of the REGE algorithm and coauthor of the original definition of regular equivalence.
13 Based on the comparison of the results obtained, I assume that the same algorithm is used in Ucinet 5 (Borgatti et. al, 1999 max indicated that in the denominator, an element that corresponds to the maximum in the numerator is selected. The optional indices in brackets indicate to which of the maximums in the numerator the element must correspond.
A version of the REGE algorithm described in White and Reitz (1985, 14-15,17-18 ) is presented in the following equations, limited to a network with only one relation (for reasons of simplicity). White and Reitz (1985, 14-20) presented several measures 15 of regular equivalence. Here, only the one which can be also found in a published paper written by Faust (1988, 325-328) is presented, since the others were never officially published. White and Reitz (1985, 14-20) present two main version of the algorithm presented below that differ only in the case of multi-relational networks. Since only single-relation networks are addressed here, this is not relevant.
REGGE-O(
Additionally, they present two starting options for an initial similarity matrix (E 0 ), of which only one is presented here. In addition, they present a similar set of algorithms which compute regular dissimilarities instead of regular similarities. These are also not covered here (since they were never officially published); however a newer version is discussed (see REGDI algorithm below).
The first two equations have to be computed only once, since they do not include any reference to t, the iteration number. (White, 1984a) .
Another inconsistency with both the definition of regular equivalence (White and Reitz, 1983: 200) This way, if an exact match to r ik exists, it will be selected. However, this is still not the formula used in REGGE (White, 1985a) . That formula uses a simpler denominator and is presented in the formulas below. The simplification of the denominator means that an tie with any value greater than or equal to the value of the tie for which a match is searched perfectly matches this tie. The contrary does not hold. This was not the case in the above formulas, where for a perfect match, the ties had to have identical values. The same is also true for REGDI, an algorithm presented later. 
REGGE-OC(Old Corrected): Corrected REGGE-O algorithm
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
REGGE: REGE algorithm as implemented in REGGE (
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White(1985b) also developed a distance version of REGE, which he called REGDI. The algorithm used is an attempt to solve this problem. It forces the algorithm to focus on differences, when the units at the other end of links are quite similar (in the sense of regular equivalence) and to focus on the dissimilarities in the sense of regular equivalence, when the differences in values of ties are relatively small.
REGDI: REGE algorithm as implemented in REGDI (White, 1985b):
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) () ( ) ( ) 
Suggested modifications to REGE
As has been established, REGE does not fully comply with the interpretation of the definition of regular equivalence used in generalized blockmodeling. In generalized blockmodeling, the arcs r ij and r ji are treated independently.
Only a slight modification is needed to modify the REGE algorithm(s) to have this property.
The modified algorithms are presented below. They are named "One Way" (OW), since here each (arc) way of the dyad is evaluated independently, "one way" at the time. 
REGGE-OCOW(One Way): One way version of the REGGE-OC
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) () ( )
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The only modification used here is that we no longer search for the maximum of however, in these idealized settings they would always produce the same partitions as REGGE-OW. The exception occurs if we seek a regular equivalence partition that does not correspond to the maximal regular equivalence. All versions of REGE are only suitable for finding (an approximation to) maximal regular equivalence partitions, while generalized blockmodeling approaches can also find other regular equivalence partitions.
The network in Figure 1 is a very simple network. It is a classical core-periphery model. The network has a clear partition into core units (1-4) and periphery units (5-10). The network can be considered undirected, since each arc has a reciprocal arc. The matrix representing it is therefore symmetric. If this was a binary network (with all non-null values having a value of 1), all versions of REGE described above would find that all units together form one regular equivalence class. However, in the valued case, all versions produce two classes that can be seen in Figure 1 . In the matrix representation, the classes are separated by a thicker black line, while in the graph representation, they are distinguished by vertex colors (white -core, black -periphery).
Network 1 was symmetric. Network 2 is very similar; however, in the ties among the core (1-4) units and units 5-7, this symmetry is broken. The periphery class is split into two classes, as indicated by the additional gray 19 line on the matrix in Figure 2 . The difference between these two classes is best seen in the graph in Figure 2 . The black vertices are unchanged and have both an incoming and an outgoing arc with at least one of the white vertices. The gray vertices are also joined with the white vertices through incoming and outgoing arcs; however, no gray vertex has both an incoming and an outgoing arc with the same white vertex.
Here the difference between algorithms where symmetry matters and those where it does not (all "one way" algorithms, marked with OW in the previous section) comes into focus. The "one way" (or OW) algorithms find the same two regular equivalence classes as on network 1 (only the split indicated by the black line on the matrix in Figure 2 ), while the other approaches find 3 regular equivalence classes presented in Figure 2 (the additional split is indicated by the gray line).
The second difference among the regular equivalence classes that these algorithms seek corresponds to what kind of values in a block have to be equal in order for the block to be considered regular. For REGGE (when the symmetry requirement mentioned above is satisfied) and REGGE-OW algorithms, only row and column maximums have to be equal.
On the other hand, for the other 4 versions of REGE, each row and each column have to contain the same values (ignoring zeros), where each unique value can appear one or more times. The network 1, modified so this effect can be shown (network 3), is presented in Figure 3 . In this network the REGGE and REGGE-OW algorithms find the same two classes as are shown in Figure 1 and are unaffected by the addition of the arcs with value 2 to the blocks R(2,1) and R(1,2).
The other algorithms find three regular equivalence classes presented in Figure 3 . The black vertices are the same as they were in Figure 1 , while the gray vertices have additional two-way arcs with value 2 linking them to the white vertices.
The same difference in the characteristics of the REGGE, REGGE-OC and REGDI algorithms can also be shown for network 4 in Figure 4 , although the blocks R(2,1), R(3,1), R(1,2) and R(1,3) still contain only arcs with value 5. However, in network 4, block R(2,1) contains the arcs from network 1 and network 2 (from the same block). Each gray vertex has now at least one unreciprocal arc from a white vertex and at least one reciprocal tie with a white vertex. One versus two arcs in a dyad now takes the place of different values. The REGGE algorithm finds only two regular equivalence classes in this network, while the REGDI and REGGE-OC algorithms find three regular equivalence classes shown in Figure 4 .
Empirical example: Note-borrowing between social-informatics students (line measurement)
The data in this example come from a survey conducted in May 1993 on 13 socialinformatics students (Hlebec, 1996: 90) 
Generalized blockmodeling
The aim of the analysis is to discover groups of students that play similar roles. Only groups in terms of (max-)regular equivalence were sought. This network was analyzed by Žiberna (2006b) using binary, valued and homogeneity blockmodeling. The best partitions found by Žiberna (2006b) using these approaches are presented in Figure 6 (one for each approach).
Based on Žiberna (2006b) , only 3 cluster partitions were considered. Where the approach produces an image (binary, valued and later implicit blockmodeling with null and regular blocks), the null blocks are indicated on the matrix by the shades of lines instead of shades of the solid color indicating the tie strength. These shaded lines are hard to see when tie values are low; however, this itself indicates null blocks.
Binary blockmodeling works reasonably well. The partition would, however, be much better if the unit 8 was in the third cluster. However, this partition does allow a reasonable interpretation. We have a primary core (units 3,4, and 9) that lend notes to all students, a second group that could represent the main body of students, who borrow notes from everybody, but primarily from the core, and a peripheral group of students (1,7, and 8) that borrow notes from the core and lend them to the main body of students.
Valued blockmodeling produced what is probably the best partition of all approaches. The third group of students lends notes to everybody; the second borrows notes from the third group and also shares them within (the group), while the first group only borrows notes from the third group.
The partitions obtained using homogeneity (sum of squares and absolute deviations) blockmodeling do not seem as clear as valued blockmodeling. Both homogeneity approaches were good at finding the two or three most important "suppliers" of notes, while unit 3 in valued blockmodeling partition does not seem to fit the third group. However, the partition of the remaining units is less satisfactory. The partition obtained with absolute deviations seems better then the sum of squares partition. The homogeneity blockmodeling partitions also suggest a different interpretation. In this case, there is more "traffic" between the first and the second group than within these groups. Students of the second group in particular quite often borrow notes from students of the first group. That may be an indication that these groups represent two groups of students that usually attend the same classes, or it may just show that the partition is not appropriate.
Implicit blockmodeling was not applied to this example by Žiberna (2006b) , since the algorithm has not yet been implemented in the package blockmodeling at that time.
Therefore, the analysis is presented here. Two results are presented Figure 7 , one with allowed ideal blocks null and regular and one with regular ideal blocks only.
The partition obtained using null and regular blocks is acceptable; however only one block is classified as regular. The partition obtained using only regular blocks is even better. It is similar to the absolute deviations partition; however blocks R(1,2), R(2,2) and R(3,1) appear cleaner. On the other hand, the additional member of the third group does not exactly fit. The interpretation nevertheless stays the same.
REGE
All versions of REGE presented in this paper were also applied to this example. The algorithms run for 10 interactions, so that the differences between subsequent iterations were small. Since the output of all versions is a (dis)similarity matrix, a clustering algorithm is needed to find a partition. The choice of an appropriate clustering algorithm is essential. On the similarity matrix obtained with REGGE, three hierarchical clustering algorithms (Ward's method, complete linkage, and single linkage) were tested to demonstrate the effect of a clustering algorithm. Their dendrograms are presented in Figure 8 . Ward's method and complete linkage produce the same partition at three (and four) clusters, while the three cluster single linkage partition is profoundly different and does not partition the matrix well.
Ward's method and complete linkage produced the same partitions in about half the cases; however only partitions produces by Ward's method are presented (since they produced superior results).
The first matrix in Figure 9 presents the partition produced by REGGE, REGGE-OW, and REGDI-OW using Ward's or complete linkage hierarchical clustering.
The other three algorithms gave different partitions. The partitions obtained using these algorithms also differed depending on the hierarchical clustering algorithm used (Ward's or complete linkage, only partitions obtained using Ward's method are presented). These partitions are presented on the remaining three matrices in Figure 9 .
The best partition out of all REGE partitions seems to be the one obtained using REGGE-OC.
It is very similar to the absolute deviations and implicit blockmodeling (with only regular blocks) partitions, and it also offers a similar interpretation. Other partitions seem to be quite good at finding the main lender group, but not as good at partitioning the other.
However, the results of this analysis should not be used to compare these algorithms, as only one network is not sufficient for this purpose. The section on REGE and the previous section covering several artificial examples should be consulted regarding what kind of ideal partitions are produced or found by the REGE algorithms. For the comparison of these algorithms on non-ideal networks, a simulation study or a comparison involving several real networks should be done.
Discussion
The paper shows that regular equivalence is not ambiguously defined for valued networks.
Several versions of the definition exist. It was also shown that different algorithms developed for detecting and measuring regular equivalence for valued and binary networks assume different definitions of regular equivalence.
An alternative equivalence for valued networks, an f-regular equivalence (Žiberna, 2006b) , was also discussed. Generalized blockmodeling of valued networks can be used to detect and measure f-regular equivalence. This approach includes two approaches, valued and homogeneity blockmodeling. Implicit blockmodeling, an approach suggested by Batagelj and Ferligoj (2000) and further discussed and developed by Žiberna (2006b) and in this paper, could also be seen as a generalized blockmodeling (of valued networks) approach. It can be used to detect and measure max-regular equivalence (a version of f-regular equivalence).
Other approaches capable of detecting and/or measuring regular equivalence in interval valued networks were also reviewed. These approaches are binary generalized blockmodeling (Doreian, Batagelj, and Ferligoj, 2005) and three versions of the REGE algorithm (White, 2005; White and Reitz, 1985; Faust, 1988) . Some modifications to the REGE algorithms were also suggested and implemented. All these approaches were applied to an empirical example using the R package blockmodeling (Žiberna, 2006a) .
From the descriptions of the algorithms and approaches that have been evaluated and also from the application of the REGE algorithms to a few artificial examples, it can be seen that in ideal cases (in case of perfect correspondence of a selected network to an appropriate definition of regular equivalence), the following groups or pairs of approaches produce the same partitions:
• REGGE-OC and REGDI,
• REGGE-OCOW and REGDI-OW, and
, implicit blockmodeling, and homogeneity blockmodeling with max-regular equivalence.
However, application of these approaches showed that on empirical networks, these algorithms can produce different partitions. In the example, all the approaches that were compared revealed the same basic network structure: a group (the third group) that is a main provider of notes and two other groups. However, different approaches show different patterns of exchange within and between these two groups. The partition that seems the most reasonable is obtained using valued blockmodeling. In this partition, the majority of the remaining exchange of notes takes place within the second group. A similar partition is found using binary blockmodeling. On the other hand, in homogeneity and implicit blockmodeling partitions, most of this remaining exchange takes place between the remaining two groups.
Most other partitions fall somewhere between these.
The advantage of the indirect approaches (all versions of REGE) is their speed, and therefore they are also the only approaches feasible on networks with more than 255 (current limitation for generalized blockmodeling in Pajek (Batagelj and Mrvar, 2006) ) vertices. However, they do not directly produce the partition, only a matrix of (dis)similarities. Even to obtain this matrix, the number of iterations must first be chosen, for which only "a rule of thumb" directive exists. After this matrix of (dis)similarities is obtained, a suitable clustering algorithm must be selected and used, thus requiring some knowledge of cluster analysis.
Although it has been established what kind of ideal partitions they would find and which definitions of regular equivalence they use, they do not have a clearly defined criterion function that they optimize. This is a disadvantage from the blockmodeling perspective.
However it does have other favorable consequences. The (dis)similarity matrix thus obtained can be used for other purposes, such as multidimensional scaling and fuzzy clustering. This might be more appropriate in some cases, since crisp partitions do not always appear in real life situations. Another disadvantage of REGE algorithms is that they can only be used to find maximal regular partitions. This is especially undesirable if the maximal regular partition is trivial (if it is composed of only one cluster). Fortunately, such cases practically do not exist in valued networks.
On the other hand, the direct approaches directly produce a partition and a measure of how inconsistent this partition is (on the network analyzed) with an ideal (f-)regular equivalence 22 .
No additional steps are required; however the number of clusters must be chosen in advance.
This measure is a clearly defined criterion function that they minimize. Additionally, the direct approaches can be used to obtain an image that corresponds to a partition and also to find a partition that best corresponds to a certain image (for regular equivalence, this means the position of regular and null blocks in the image). This is especially true for binary and valued blockmodeling 23 . Although when using binary or valued blockmodeling a parameter must be selected in advance, its value can be approximately determined based on network characteristics and knowledge of the subject matter. Actually, this parameter is needed to completely define the modified version of (f-)regular equivalence used by these approaches. Tables   Table 1: 
